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- Rapid Fire Abstract session - The additional role of Nuclear Cardiology/Computed Tomography imaging in difficult patients
- Young Investigator Award session - Basic Science
- Clinical cases moderated Poster session - The nightmare of aortic syndromes: be prepared to survive
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- Moderated Posters session - Pathophysiological insights for diagnosis and prognosis using advanced cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging
- Moderated Posters session - Mitral regurgitation in the era of edge-to-edge percutaneous procedure
- Rapid Fire Abstract session - Assessment of LV performance
- Young Investigator Award session - Clinical Science - The Roelandt's Young Investigator Award
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- Poster session 3
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- Moderated Posters session - New secrets revealed about cardiomyopathies
- Rapid Fire Abstract session - New insight in aortic stenosis
- Clinical cases Moderated Poster session - A mass or a mess, let's have a look!
- Rapid Fire Abstract session - New methods in the echocardiographic assessment of cardiac function
- HIT Poster session 3
- Clinical Case Poster session 4
- Poster session 4
- Clinical Case Poster session 5
- Poster session 5
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Clinical Cases session - The image you never saw but it exists!
Moderated Posters session - Congenital heart disease
Clinical cases Moderated Poster session - Waiting for Euro-Endo results: endocarditis Clinical Cases session
Clinical Case Poster session 6
Poster session 6
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Welcome to EuroEcho-Imaging 2017 in Lisbon, Portugal!

EuroEcho-Imaging is the flagship of the European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging (EACVI) and the world’s largest cardiovascular imaging congress.

This year’s main themes are **imaging in heart failure** and **interventional imaging**. The aim of EuroEcho-Imaging will be to create an exciting forum, in which both clinicians and scientists can present and discuss the most up-to-date research and clinical findings on the broader spectrum of echocardiography alongside with the other cardiovascular imaging modalities. Cardiologists, physicians from other specialities and imagers who use these cardiac and vascular imaging techniques will interact to discuss how to ideally use all the capabilities offered by these techniques and how to further develop them in the near future.

An educational track will run throughout the congress, featuring several specifically designed courses and sessions. Young cardiologists and researchers will be stimulated and supported through the three **Young Investigator Award competitions** (clinical, basic science, clinical case).

Also, dedicated initiatives will reward the **best original research**. However, EuroEcho-Imaging is more than just education and science. It is also a fantastic opportunity to meet the greatest experts in cardiovascular imaging in the world, to exchange ideas and projects with colleagues who share the same clinical or scientific interest coming from all over the world.

Thank you for being with us in Lisbon, we look forward to seeing you in the coming days.

Prof. Bogdan A. Popescu  
EACVI President

Prof. Erwan DONAL  
EuroEcho-Imaging Scientific Chair